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Abstract
We present H-band scattered light imaging of a bright debris disk around the A0 star HD 36546 obtained from the
Subaru Coronagraphic Extreme Adaptive Optics (SCExAO) system with data recorded by the HiCIAO camera
using the vector vortex coronagraph. SCExAO traces the disk from r∼0 3 to r∼1″ (34–114 au). The disk is
oriented in a near east–west direction (PA∼75°), is inclined by i∼70°–75°, and is strongly forward-scattering
(g>0.5). It is an extended disk rather than a sharp ring; a second, diffuse dust population extends from the disk’s
eastern side. While HD 36546 intrinsic properties are consistent with a wide age range (t∼1–250Myr), its
kinematics and analysis of coeval stars suggest a young age (3–10Myr) and a possible connection to Taurus-
Auriga’s star formation history. SCExAO’s planet-to-star contrast ratios are comparable to the ﬁrst-light Gemini
Planet Imager contrasts; for an age of 10Myr, we rule out planets with masses comparable to HR 8799 b beyond a
projected separation of 23 au. A massive icy planetesimal disk or an unseen super-Jovian planet at r>20 au may
explain the disk’s visibility. The HD 36546 debris disk may be the youngest debris disk yet imaged, is the ﬁrst
newly identiﬁed object from the now-operational SCExAO extreme AO system, is ideally suited for spectroscopic
follow-up with SCExAO/CHARIS in 2017, and may be a key probe of icy planet formation and planet–disk
interactions.
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1. Introduction
Cold debris disks around nearby, young stars offer a
reference point for the formation and evolution of the Kuiper
Belt and provide evidence for unseen planets (Wyatt 2008).
Debris disk luminosities are highest at the youngest ages
(5–30Myr) around stars more massive than the Sun; the
luminosity of these debris disks may trace debris production
from collisions between boulder-sized planetesimals as a
byproduct of icy planet formation (“self-stirring”; Currie
et al. 2008; Kenyon & Bromley 2008). Unseen massive
planets may also dynamically stir icy planetesimals to make
debris disks visible and sculpt debris disks (“planet stirring”;
Mustill & Wyatt 2009).
Resolved images of debris disks probe icy planet formation
and reveal evidence for hidden planets (Schneider et al. 2009;
Currie et al. 2015). In some cases, planets stirring debris disks
were subsequently imaged; the properties of the debris disks
help constrain the masses of planets (e.g., Lagrange et al.
2010; Rodigas et al. 2014b; Nesvold & Kuchner 2015). As
nearly all of these resolved debris disks surround stars older
than ∼10Myr and most protoplanetary disks dissipate by
∼3–5Myr (Cloutier et al. 2014; Choquet et al. 2016),
resolved images of debris disks around stars younger than
10Myr shed new light on icy planet formation and planet–
debris disk interactions for the youngest, fully formed
planetary systems.
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HD 36546 is a B8–A0 star located slightly foreground
(d = 114 pc; van Leeuwen 2007) to the 1–2Myr old Taurus-
Auriga star-forming region (d∼140 pc; Kenyon et al. 2008;
Luhman et al. 2009) and a promising new target around which
to search for young exoplanets and planet-forming disks. The
star has extremely strong mid-to-far-infrared excesses—among
the largest of newly identiﬁed WISEdebris disk candidates
studied in Wu et al. (2013)—suggestive of copious circum-
stellar dust. Its fractional disk luminosity (LIR/Lå∼4×10
−3)
rivals that of benchmark resolved debris disk-bearing systems
such as β Pictoris, HR 4796A, and HD 115600 (Smith &
Terrile 1984; Schneider et al. 2009; Currie et al. 2015).
In this Letter, we report spatially resolved imaging of HD
36546’s debris disk from the Subaru Coronagraphic Extreme
Adaptive Optics system (Jovanovic et al. 2015) on the 8.2 m
Subaru Telescope on Maunakea. The HD 36546 debris disk is
the ﬁrst newly identiﬁed object from the now-operational
SCExAO extreme AO system and potentially the youngest
debris disk ever spatially resolved in scattered light.
2. SCExAO Observations and Data Reduction
Given its extremely large infrared excess, HD 36546 had
long been (since 2013) a prime direct imaging target for
SCExAO once extreme AO capability had been achieved.
Following a successful 2016 July engineering run where
SCExAO achieved H-band Strehl ratios of ∼80% on sky
(Jovanovic et al. 2016), we targeted the star during the
following run, on 2016 October 15, also in H band using the
HiCIAO infrared camera and the vector vortex coronagraph
(J. Kuhn et al. 2017, in preparation) and in angular differential
imaging mode (Marois et al. 2006). SCExAO ran at 2 kHz,
correcting for 1080 modes. Despite “fast,” poor (for Maunakea)
atmospheric conditions (θ∼1 0 seeing, 12 m s−1 wind), skies
were clear and SCExAO successfully closed loop, yielding H-
band Strehl ratios of 70%–80% on HD 36546 and digging out a
dark hole in the stellar halo interior to r∼0 8.
HD 36546 exposures consisted of co-added 30 s frames
where the detector response was linear exterior to r∼0 1; the
observations totaled 42 minutes of integration time and were
centered on transit, yielding 113° of parallactic motion (4.7 λ/
D at 0 1). For photometric calibration we obtained unsaturated
exposures of HD 48097 using the neutral density ﬁlter just
prior to HD 36546. For astrometric calibration (distortion,
north position angle), we observed the M15 globular cluster.
The distortion-corrected images have a pixel scale of 8.3 mas
pixel−1. Basic image processing steps followed those employed
by Garcia et al. (2017) for SCExAO/HiCIAO data, including
de-striping, bad pixel masking/correction, ﬂat ﬁelding, dist-
ortion correction, and precise (to fractions of a pixel) image
registration.
We performed point-spread function (PSF) subtraction using
the adaptive, locally-optimized combination of images
(A-LOCI) pipeline (Currie et al. 2012), which builds upon
the original LOCI algorithm (Lafreniére et al. 2007), and
utilizes a moving pixel mask to reduce the signal loss induced
by the algorithm and a singular value decomposition cutoff to
reduce errors propagating through the matrix inversion (Marois
et al. 2010; Currie et al. 2012). To optimize our ability to detect
disks, we altered the geometry of the subtraction zone (region
of the image to subtract at a given time) and optimization zone
(region from which reference image coefﬁcients used to build
up a reference PSF are determined). We deﬁned the
optimization zone as a ring of width 10 pixels and the
subtraction zone as a wedge-like section of this ring, a setup
found to sometimes yield better detections of edge-on disks.
3. Detection and Basic Morphology of the HD 36546
Debris Disk
Figure 1 (left panel) displays the combined, PSF-subtracted
image (linear stretch) plainly revealing a debris disk around HD
36546 with a near-east/west orientation, extending from 0 3 to
1″ (r∼34–114 au) and diffuse emission extending from the
east disk ansae and visible above the background out to 3″. The
trace of the disk is offset from the star’s position, suggesting
that the disk is not viewed perfectly edge on and/or is strongly
forward-scattering, similar to some well-studied debris disks
like HD 32297 (e.g., Rodigas et al. 2014a).
To estimate the disk’s signal-to-noise per resolution element
(SNRE), we followed the standard approach (Currie
et al. 2011) of replacing each pixel with the sum of values
enclosed by an FWHM-wide aperture (rap∼2.5 pixels) but
masked the visible trace of the disk when computing the noise
at a given angular separation. The spine of the main disk is over
Figure 1. (left) Detection of the HD 36546 debris disk with SCExAO/HiCIAO. The inner r0 3 from the star’s position (cross) is masked. We imposed a rotation
gap of δ = 0.8×FWHM, used an SVD cutoff of 10−4, and utilized all available reference images. A wide range of settings resulted in a statistically signiﬁcant
detection (SNRE3 along the disk spine): e.g., δ = 0.4–2.5, SVDlim = 10−1–10−7. (right) Signal-to-noise map showing that the detection of HD 36546’s disk is
statistically signiﬁcant.
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3–5σ signiﬁcant on both sides from 0 3 to 1 1 (Figure 1, right
panel), peaking at 8σ.23
4. Analysis
4.1. Disk Geometry
To determine the disk’s position angle, we followed analysis
employed for the β Pic debris disk in Lagrange et al. (2012),
using “maximum spine” and Lorentzian proﬁle ﬁtting. We
performed ﬁts using the IDL mpﬁtellipse package, where the
pixels are weighted by their (“conservatively” estimated)
SNRE, focusing on regions where the disk is detected at
SNRE3 according to our conservative estimate of SNRE
and at separations of r = 0 3–1 0. Lorentzian proﬁle ﬁtting
yields a position angle of 74°.4±0°.8. “Maximum spine”
ﬁtting yields nearly identical results: 75°.3±0°.5.
4.2. Disk Forward Modeling
Following the same analysis performed for HD 115600
(Currie et al. 2015), we inferred additional disk properties by
generating a grid of synthetic scattered light images produced
using the GRaTeR code (Augereau et al. 1999). After
convolving the model disk with the mean unsaturated PSF
constructed from our photometric standard, we inserted each
model disk into a sequence of empty images with position
angles identical to those from the HD 36546 observations. We
then performed PSF subtraction on synthetic images containing
the model disk using the same A-LOCI coefﬁcients that were
applied to the real data and compared the attenuated, synthetic
disk image with the real disk image.
Table 1 (left two columns) describes our model parameter
space. We adopted the position angle determined above (75°)
and assumed a zero eccentricity for simplicity but varied other
parameters. The visible trace of the disk drops off by r∼0 65
(∼74 au) in projected separation, substantially exterior to 0 85
(∼97 au); the model parameter space covers disk stellocentric
distances of ro = 75–95 au. From inspection, the disk scale
height at these locations (ro) has to be at least 5 au but unlikely
to be more than 15 au to be consistent with the self-subtracted
images. Thus, we considered heights of ksio = 5–15 au. We
varied the Henyey–Greenstein scattering parameter g (0–0.85)
and density power laws describing the decay of disk emission
away from the photocenter (αin = 3, 5, 10; αout = −1, −3, −5,
−10). Values outside our adopted ranges (e.g., ksio = 1 au,
i = 65°) yielded processed synthetic disk images strongly
discrepant with the real data and are not considered.
Following Thalmann et al. (2013), we assessed the ﬁdelity of
the model disk to the observed disk by comparing the residuals
of images subtracted by the model disk and binned by 1
FWHM. We deﬁned our “region of interest” from which we
quantify the residuals by the visible trace of the disk between
0 3 and 1 0. “Acceptably ﬁtting” models fulﬁll χ2cmin2 +
´ N2 data (Thalmann et al. 2013), where Ndata is 505 binned
pixels. The cn2 threshold for identifying acceptably ﬁtting
models is cn2∼1.065.
Table 1 (third and fourth columns) describes our modeling
results, and Figure 2 displays one of our acceptably ﬁtting
models. The best-ﬁtting model is a strongly forward-scattering
(g = 0.85) disk inclined by i = 75° centered on 85 au with a
FWHM (ksio) of 10 au and modest power-law decays in its
density (abs(ain,out) = 3). The family of acceptably ﬁtting
models exclusively draw from forward-scattering disks
(g∼0.7–0.85) inclined by 70°–75° with a shallow power-
law decay at large distances (αout = −3), suggestive of an
extended disk rather than a narrow ring. In contrast, disk
models with scattering properties and morphologies compar-
able to well-known debris disks HR 4796A and HD 115600
(Schneider et al. 2009; Currie et al. 2015) are inconsistent with
the HD 36546 disk image. Simulated PSF-subtracted disk
models with g0.5 and/or sharp outer disk power laws
(αout5) incorrectly predict that both sides of the disk and/or
the disk ansae are detectable.
4.3. Analysis of HD 36546: Spectral Type,
Age, and Membership
To better understand HD 36546 within the general context of
planet formation, we (re-)assessed the primary star’s spectral
type, age, and evidence for membership to known moving
groups/star formation events.
Table 1
Debris Disk Forward Modeling
Parameter Model Range Best-ﬁt Model Well-ﬁtting Models
i(°) 70–80 75 70–75
ro (au) 75–95 85 75–95
αin 3, 5, 10 3 3–10
αout −1, −3, −5, −10 −3 −3
g 0–0.85 0.85 0.7–0.85
ksio (au) 5–15 10 5–15
Figure 2. Forward modeling of HD 36546’s disk emission. All panels are units of mJy arcsec−2 (see vertical color bars). The left panel shows an input acceptably
ﬁtting model—g = 0.7, ksio = 5 au, ro = 95 au, i = 75°, αin = −3, and αout = 3 (c =n 1.03 ,2 ) the middle panel shows the simulated PSF-subtracted model, and the
right panel shows the residuals of the real minus simulated model subtraction. The residuals at small angular separation reveal a slight mismatch in reproducing the
disk’s self-subtraction footprints at separations where the disk’s SNRE is low.
23 We likely detect disk signal down to r∼0 15 (not shown), but the SNRE
(∼2–3) is too low to be decisive.
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While some authors (e.g., Chini et al. 2012) list HD 36546 as
a B8 star, others claim the star has an A0 type (e.g., Abt 2004).
We independently spectral typed HD 36546 from publicly
available, processed FAST archive spectra24 taken on 2007
February 9 (Program 164) using the SPTCLASS code
(Hernandez et al. 2004).
HD 36546 is a textbook A0V star whose Balmer (He) lines
are too strong (weak) to be a B8 star (Figure 3, left panel). The
star exhibits no Hα emission line reversal suggestive of gas
accretion, consistent with its lack of warm excess (as probed by
WISE [3.4]–[4.6] colors). HD 36546A’s Tycho-II catalog
photometry (B− V = 0.07; Hog et al. 2000) and intrinsic A0V
star colors (Pecaut & Mamajek 2013) imply a reddening
of -E B V( )∼0.06.
Direct age estimates for HD 36546, although poorly
constrained, are broadly consistent with a young age expected
for a star surrounded by an extremely dusty disk. For a
reddening comparable to our derived value, the Brandt &
Huang (2015) Bayesian method implies a possible age range of
t∼1–250Myr (68% conﬁdence interval).
HD 36546 lies foreground (by 14 pc) to the Taurus-Auriga
molecular cloud (d = 127–147 pc; Torres et al. 2007). Recent
analysis suggests that the star is a member of an association
labeled Mamajek 17 (Mamajek 2016), which also includes
weak-line T Tauri stars identiﬁed originally by Li & Hu (1998)
and mid-M stars studied by Slesnick et al. (2006b) (J0539009
+2322081, J0537385+2428518). Mamajek 17 may be an
earlier epoch of star formation within the wider Taurus-Auriga
complex.
Based on the strengths of the gravity-sensitive Na I 8190 A˙
line, Slesnick et al. conclude that these M stars are younger
than Upper Scorpius (age≈10Myr; Pecaut et al. 2012) and
comparable in age to Taurus-Auriga (1–2Myr). Inspection of
Figure4 in Slesnick et al. (2006b) and Figure11 in Slesnick
et al. (2006a), though, implies that some mid-M stars have Na I
strengths comparable to Upper Scorpius stars. Furthermore, the
mid-M star members studied by Slesnick et al. have measured
J–K colors implying little reddening and a lack of associated
diffuse material expected for 1–2Myr old stars. On the other
hand, lithium lines in Mamajek 17s mid-K stars have
equivalent widths of ≈500 Am ˙, signiﬁcantly larger than those
for 30–120Myr old mid-K stars but similar to stars in the
3–8Myr old ò and η Cha associations Murphy et al. (2013).
To independently assess HD 36546’s possible membership
in this group, we computed and compared HD 36546’s UWV
space motions to the association’s mean value (minus HD
36546). Provided that their distances and radial-velocities are
similar (within ∼5–10 pc and 2 km s−1), HD 36546 and the
other Mamajek 17 members share indistinguishable space
motions: U, V, W∼18.9±2.0, 22.4±0.1, and
9.6±0.2 km s−1 for the star and 16.1±1.0, 21.5±2.4,
and 11.2±2.2 km s−1 for the others.
Our simple analysis then suggests that HD 36546 is a likely
member of the proposed Mamajek 17 group and thus its age is
likely 3–10Myr.25
4.4. Planet Detection Limits and the Source of HD 36546’s
Debris Disk
To place limits on Jovian planets plausibly responsible for
stirring the HD 36546 debris disk, we reprocess our image
sequence using a (different) set of algorithm parameters that
maximize the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of point sources. To
determine this optimal parameter space and then derive a
contrast curve, we iteratively input, simulate the subtraction,
and measure the output S/N of point sources over our angular
separation of interest (r∼0 15–0 9: ∼3 λ/D to the plausible
disk inner edge) along the major disk axis.
Figure 4 (left) shows the resulting contrast curve and planet
mass sensitivity limit (corrected for ﬁnite sample sizes as in
Mawet et al. 2014). Despite poor observing conditions,
SCExAO/HiCIAO achieves 5-σ planet-to-star contrasts of
2.2×10−6, 8.3×10−6, 3×10−5, and 1.7×10−4 at
r∼0 75, 0 4, 0 2, and 0 14. At small (r0 3) separations,
SCExAO’s performance is comparable to the ﬁrst-light
performance of the Gemini Planet Imager (Macintosh
et al. 2014). Compared to conventional AO imaging with
Figure 3. Analysis of HD 36546’s spectral type and age. (left) The star’s FAST archive spectrum. The inset shows the Hα line and equivalent width in angstroms
(10.9 Å), consistent with being an A0 star (EW(Hα)∼10–11 Å for an A0 star vs. 7–9 Å for a B7–B9 star (see http://dept.astro.lsa.umich.edu/~hernandj/SPTclass/
H_alpha.ps.gif). Other Balmer and He I line strengths favor an A0 spectral type. (Right) The Brandt & Huang (2015) Bayesian analysis showing that HD 36546’s age
is 1–250 Myr old given its reddening (E(B − V ) = 0.06), consistent with a 3–10 Myr age estimated from membership in Mamajek 17.
24 http://tdc-www.harvard.edu/cgi-bin/arc/fsearch
25 A more detailed analysis of Mamajek 17s low-mass stars favor an age of
6 Myr over older and (especially) younger ages found to be acceptable for
member stars in this work (E. Mamajek 2016, private communication).
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Subaru, SCExAO yields a factor of 10–20 contrast gain at
r∼0 2–0 6.
Assuming an age of 10Myr, our data rule out the presence of
planets with masses greater than 5–6 MJ, comparable to HR
8799 b (Marois et al. 2008; Currie et al. 2011), at projected
separations of 23 au (r∼0 2) and 2.5 MJ planets at wide
(r0 6 or 70 au) projected separations. For an age of
250Myr, our data still rule out analogs to ROXs 42Bb
(M∼9 MJ; Currie et al. 2014) beyond r∼70 au (not shown).
To assess whether HD 36546’s disk can be explained by
“planet stirring” or “self-stirring” of icy planetesimals, we
followed steps in Mustill & Wyatt (2009), comparing the
stirring timescale for planets of different masses and timescales
for icy planetesimal disks of different masses assuming an
85 au disk radius (Figure 4, right).26 For a system age of
10Myr, self-stirring requires a planetesimal disk 15–20 times
more massive than the nominal value adopted in Kenyon &
Bromley (2008). However, a 2–10 MJ planet with an
eccentricity of e = 0.1 orbiting beyond 20 au could explain
the disk. While we fail to detect such a planet, it could be
positioned along the disk’s minor axis and thus at smaller
projected separations where SCExAO’s sensitivity is poorer.
5. Discussion
While many early-type stars younger than ≈8Myr show
evidence for a debris disk, until now arguably none have been
resolved (Currie et al. 2008; Choquet et al. 2016).27 At
3–10Myr (assuming membership in Mamajek 17), HD
36546’s debris disk could be the youngest resolved debris
disk to date.
Measurements of HD 36546’s rotation rate and inclination
could help independently constrain the star’s age and thus
solidify the interpretation of the system within the context of
planet formation. Ages derived for early-type stars based on
HR diagram measurements are extremely sensitive to rotation/
inclination effects. As shown for κ And, including rotation/
inclination effects can signiﬁcantly reduce the star’s estimated
age and the interpretation of any imaged companions (Carson
et al. 2013; Jones et al. 2016).
The brightness of HD 36546’s debris disk and its extremely
advantageous (for observing from Maunakea) declination,
make it an obvious target for spectroscopic follow-up with
the CHARIS integral ﬁeld spectrograph (Groff et al. 2016).
While even single-band (e.g., H band) disk spectra shed some
light on debris disk grain compositions (Currie et al. 2015),
simultaneous JHK spectra available with CHARIS will allow
more decisive constraints.
Within the next year, SCExAO should be consistently
achieving Strehl ratios of ∼90% and, with CHARIS and
advanced image processing, yielding planet-to-star contrasts up
to an order of magnitude better at r<0 5 than reported here.
This improved performance will reveal HD 36546’s disk at
even smaller separations and perhaps massive planets respon-
sible for the disk’s extreme luminosity.
We thank Eric Mamajek for detailed discussions on HD
36546’s age and Kevin Luhman, Scott Kenyon, Mengshu Xu,
and the anonymous referee for other helpful comments. We
wish to emphasize the pivotal cultural role and reverence that
the summit of Maunakea has always had within the indigenous
Hawaiian community. We are most fortunate to have the
privilege to conduct scientiﬁc observations from this mountain.
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